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Abstract

Currently there are no oral stories on how interracial Latinx and Mayan adoptees are reconnecting to their Indigeneity in KKKanada. There are scholars from other countries who have shared similar stories of interracial adoption and identity. Limited research is documented about experiences of interracial Latinx and Mayan adoptees who are displaced from their community but feel a deep sense of connection and belonging to multiple Indigenous communities and ceremonies across Turtle Island. I will engage with current literature and research questions to explain what it means to live both in an Indigenous and western world. I will use an Indigenous Youth Storywork methodology to explain how the relationships I have with Coast Salish and Kwakẉał̕ə’wakw mentors, knowledge keepers and Old Ones have influenced my curiosity to understand my Indigeneity. My story (thesis) will be analyzed through Indigenous Arts-based methods and an Indigenous decolonial framework.
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